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Quick Bio:
“Multidisciplinary in the world of Superbike Media! Photo, Video, Web or Social 
Media i'm your guy! Your team needs promotion? Come see me!”

Currently situated in the North Cotswolds it’s rather difficult to find relevant camera work 
and editing jobs as the majority of these jobs are either in the city or much further away. 
However due to my experience working in the Motorsport industry previously for 8 years 
(see experience), this has allowed myself to gain further learning, application of skill and 
working with a multitude of people in this field. PR is a particular skill and whilst working for 
Jones Dorling Racing (along with providing PR, photography and organisational skills for a 
few other teams contacted over the years) it has become a crucial skill to take on into the 
future. I also implemented social media and websites to the race team and currently 
manage a 1000 person strong page. So to summarise the term to best describe myself 
would be multi-disciplinary. Also within the sport I have learnt the importance of not only 
working independently, but also working as a group, as this will be crucial when moving 
into a corporation where communication is key. This has been my life for the past 9 years 
whilst continuing education, further education and maintaining two jobs.

Experience: 
Worked for Jones Dorling Racing for 8 years (2006-2014)
Photography, PR, Video, Social Media & Website for JDR

Worked for MSS Kawasaki as PR for one off events (2010-2011)
Freelance camera work for Weddings

“      “       “        “       for various Multi Camera Studio projects at University

Professional Skills:
Photography (freelance work)

PR
Video editing

Advanced Photography (in studio & on location)
Confident in a plethora of editing software including: Adobe Audition, Illustrator, Indesign, 

Premiere Pro, Photoshop & Final Cut Pro.
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Clean UK driving Licence
IT Skills (Mac & Windows)

Sound design

Transferable Skills:
Teamwork skills

Insight into organisations (Very good as research)
Working to Deadlines

Creating products using IT
Taking Responsibility

PR in Professional Business
Dealing effectively with others

Communication with new people on a daily basis

Work Experience:
Lights operator for school productions
prop design & builder for productions

Backstage crew for productions

Education:
University Of Worcester 2012-2015

BA (Hons) Bachelor of Arts in Creative Digital Media

A Level 2010-2012
Media Studies - B

Fine Art - C
English Language & Literature - C

Silver Arts Award - Distinction

Chipping Campden School/Academy 2005-2012
11 GCSEs including:

Interests:
TV/Film

Video Gaming
Travelling
Swimming

Collecting Sci-Fi Memorabilia
Driving
Food


